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With the Call to arms event coming to an end very soon, we thought we would keep the mega events
rolling here at Heromorph.

I am pleased to announce The 2005 Lady Heromorph Contest. 

It is your chance to create your version of Lady Heromorph. Feel free to come up with any design
you want, you do not have to follow the same wonderful design the Aharmona's Lady Heromorph
has. 

We are looking for a full body Pin-up of the lovely Lady Heromorph. Your image can be animated
but it does not have to be. You can make your image anyway you like and any size you want but
please bare in mind that the winning image will replace the current Lady Heromorph on the front
page. So when making your design remember that we will need a version of it with a transparent
background on either a PNG or gif file type and it will still have to look good when shrunk down to
221 x 361 pixels.

A panel of Judges, that will remain secret for security reasons 
, will choose the winner of this contest. {*pssst - some of the Moderators and the Heralds*} 

Once the winner is chosen, he/she will be asked to provide us with the Suitable version to replace
the current Lady H. (so make sure you remove the model from the background)

The due date for this grand event is 2 months from now on July 31/05. We are giving you extra time
because we want to see the best you can come up with for this. Please take your time and come up
with the best design you can for her 

Please remember to qualify for this contest you must clearly state it is a contest entry in either
the title or picture description of your entry.

Now go and Make Art and BE Happy 
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